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[57] ABSTRACT
An optical image is projected onto a planar surface of
a photocathode that derives an electron beam replica
of the image. A target electrode displaced relative to
the photocathode so that it does not obstruct the opti-
cal image includes a planar surface for receiving and
deriving an accurate replica of the electron beam im-
age. The two planar surfaces are parallel. The electron
beam image is focused on the target electrode by pro-
viding throughout a region that extends between the
planar surfaces of the photocathode and receiving
electrode, constant, homogeneous d.c. electric and
magnetic fields that are canted relative to each other.
The electric field extends in a direction perpendicular
to the planar surfaces while the magnetic field extends
along a straight line that intersects the photocathode
and target electrode at an acute angle.
7 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
(NASA;-Case-GSC-1160 2-1)
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IMAGE TUBE colinear, constant and homogeneous electric and mag-
netic fields. After the electron beam has passed out of
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION the f »°? ^  ^ ^ are COnStant and homo«ene-
ous, it is bent by a deflecting magnet system to a target
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 electrode that is out of the line of sight of the optical
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- image. Because the electron beam is bent in a region
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National where the focus and accelerating fields are no longer
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law homogeneous and constant, the electron beam has a
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). tendency to diverge and an accurate replica of the orig-
FIELD OF INVENTION '° ina"y de"Ved beam WOU'd "Ot appear l° be ProvidedHbLU h INVfclN I ION
 on the target electrode
The present invention relates generally to devices for In a further proposed prior art system, a planar,
converting an optical image into an electron image and opaque photocathode responds to an optical image to
more particularly to such a device including constant, derive an electron beam that is accelerated by a con-
non-colinear, homogeneous electric and magnetic 15 stant d.c. electric field to a planar target which is posi-
fields. tioned so it does not obstruct the optical axis, a result
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION achieved by canting the accelerating electric field rela-BA^KUKUUINU Oh i HE, UN vtiM i ION ...,_ .„ .,_ „_.;„„,; :„ A reiatjve|y thin solenoid
For many applications, it is desirable to convert an provides a magnetic field having relatively short,
optical image to an electron beam image such that the 20 straight lines of flux in a portion of. the region between
electron beam image is derived from the same side of the photocathode and target electrode. The angular po-
a photocathode as is irradiated by the optical image, sition of the solenoid axis relative to the electric field
and the electron beam image is a reflected replica of axis between the photocathode and target electrode is
the optical image. The optical image may contain en- variable, as are the magnitudes of the magnetic field
ergy in the infrared, visible or ultraviolet spectrums. 25 produced by the solenoid and the electric field between
Image converters of this type, herein referred to as re- the photocathode and receiving electrode. The position
flective image converters are particularly advantageous of the solenoid, and strengths of the magnetic and elec-
with opaque photocathodes. Opaque photocathodes trie fields are varied depending upon the geometry of
are advantageous over the now generally utilized semi- the situation, and apparently cannot be easily and pre-
transparent photocathodes because they have in- 30 dictably determined before a particular unit is built.
BR.EF DESCRIPTION OF THE .NVENTION
lengths between ultraviolet (approximately 100 nano- In accordance with the present invention, the afore-
meters) and the near-infrared (approximately 1,200 mentioned problems of the prior art reflective image
nanometers), and are highly sensitive to vacuum ultra- 35 converters are avoided by utilizing an electron lens sys-
violet range wavelengths. Reflective image converters tem wherein the entire region between an electron
also enable a semi-transparent photocathode to be re- emissive surface of a photocathode and an electron re-
sponsive to optical images directed onto the photocath- ceiving surface of a target electrode responsive to elec-
ode from opposite directions, whereby a first optical irons emitted from the photocathode includes con-
image can be focused to impinge directly on an elec- 40 stant,-homogeneous electric and magnetic fields having
Iron emitting surface of the photocathode and a second longitudinal vectors that are canted relative to each
optical image can, if desired, be simultaneously focused other. The longitudinal magnetic field vector extends
to impinge on the electron emitting surface via a trans- along an axis between the photocathode and target
mission path through the photocathode. electrode. The magnetic field axis intercepts the emis-
Practical prior art reflective image converters have sive and receiving surfaces of the photocathode and
generally employed optical reflectors to direct the opti- target at an acute angle greater than zero so that the
cat image onto the photocathode. The photocathode or target can be laterally displaced relative to the photo-
a target electrode for receiving the electron beam cathode and there is no obstruction of the optical im-
image of the photocathode is usually in the path of the age. The electric field longitudinal vector extends in a
optical image so that a portion of the optical image is direction along an axis that extends at right angles be-
obstructed thereby and a blank area in the image oc- tween the parallel, planar emitting and receiving sur-
curs, usually in the image center. faces of the photocathode and target electrode. The
Although reflective image converters have been pro- electron lens system enables the emissive and receiving
posed wherein a photocathode does not obstruct the surfaces of the photocathode and target to be flat, a
optical image, apparently none of these converters has feature which enables the device of the present inven-
been adopted. Analysis indicates that these prior art tion to be easily fabricated. •
proposals result in target electron images that do not The separation between the planar surfaces of the
appear to be acceptable, reproducible replicas of the photocathode and target electrode is such that the elec-
optical image. In general, the resolution and/or magni- „ tron image of the photocathode is focused on the target
fication of the electron beam image striking the target electrode. In particular, the separation equals the dis-
electrode would appear to vary from one area to an- tance whereby one cyclotron oscillation period exists
other on the target electrode or be unpredictable from between the photocathode and target electrode. The
one unit to another. homogeneous, uniform, canted magnetic and electric
In one proposed type of prior art converter, an elec-
 6J fields combine to provide constant radial velocity in
tron beam is derived from an opaque, planar photo- planes parallel to the parallel planar surfaces and per-
cathode in response to an impinging optical image. The pendicular to the plane containing the two fields. The
derived electron beam is accelerated and focused by electric field provides constant acceleration for elec-
3,806,756 ' ' -
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trons as they travel between the photocathode and tar- gitudinal vector in tube 11 that extends along and par-
get electrode along and parallel to the magnetic field allel to optical axis 14 and means for providing a con-
axis, and cyclotron motion about the magnetic field slant, d.c. homogeneous magnetic field having a longi-
axis. These three separate conditions of motion, to- tudinal vector that extends between photocathode 12
gether with the defined spacing between the photocath- 5 and screen 13 along and parallel to axis 17 that is dis-
ode and receiving electrode, result in an accurate rep-
 piaced or canted by an angle 6 from the optical axis,
lica of the electron image derived from the photocath- T^
 constant, homogeneous electric field is prefera-
ode to be formed over a substantial area of the receiv-
 bly established by providing a plurality of spaced, par-
ing electrode.
 alle] annuia,.) meta| rjngs ig on the inner circumferen-
lt is, accordingly, an object of the present invention 10
 tia, wal, of dielectric envelope 19 of tube 11. Prefera-
to provide a new and improved optical to electron
 bly, adjacent ones of rings 18 are equidistant from each
image converter.
 other ^  ^ ,anar surfaces 9 and 10 of electrodes 12
A further object of the present invention is to prov.de
 and ,3 N jve and itjve terminals of d c
a new and improved reflective image converter
 supply 21 are respectively connected to electrodes 12
phoetoecathod°e """^  lmP'ngeS Un°bStrUCted O" * '5 and 13 and a different intermediate potential is estab-
A further object of the present invention is to provide lished or\ ea'h °/J;le£!rode!i " by taps122fof resi*'ive
a new and improved reflective image converter voltase divider 23 . The voltage at each of taps 22 is
wherein an accurate electron beam replica of an opti- Proportional to the distance of the particular electrode
cal image is predictably provided 20 18 to which il is connected between electrodes 12 and
A further object of the invention is to provide a new 13- To Provide uniform, constant electric fields in the
and improved device for forming an electron beam r^0" between electrode 12 and its adjacent electrode
image that is a composite of optical images received by 18 and in the region between electrode 13 and its adja-
a semi-transparent photocathode from opposite direc- cent electrode 18 in the region through which the elec-
tions. 25 tron beam propagates, electrodes 12 and 13 are made
The above and still further objects, features and ad- sufficiently large so there is no substantial fringing field
vantages of the present invention will become apparent in the region traversed by the electron beam. In the al-
upon consideration of the following detailed descrip- ternative, the end walls of envelope 19 can be provided
tion of several specific embodiments thereof, especially with metallic coatings which are connected to supply
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 30 21. In such a configuration, window 16 is an optically
drawing. . transparent, metal coating or a metal mesh to establish
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING Optica"y transparent equipotential planes at either end
of envelope 19.
FIG. 1 is a planar, schematic view of one embodi- jo attain the uniform, homogeneous magnetic field
ment of the invention utilizing an opaque photocath- 35
 a]Ong axis 17 throughout the region between the pla-
°de; nar, parallel faces of electrodes 12 and 13, a relatively
FIG. 2 is a front view of the embodiment illustrated ]ong solenoid 23 having a longitudinal axis parallel
in FIG. 1; and
 wjth mis 17 and a length that extends beyond the pla-
FIG. 3 is a plan view of a second embodiment of the
 nar eiectron emitting and receiving faces 9 and 10 is lo-
invention, utilizing a semi-transparent photocathode. w
 cated outside of envelope 19. Opposite ends of the so-
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING lenoid 23 are connected to a suitable d.c. source 24 to
.
 :
 . „.__ . . _ . . . establish the d.c. constant, homogeneous magneticReference is now made to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the draw-
 fie,d a, and ,lel tQ axig ,? throughout the vol.
ing wherem there ,s illustrated an embodiment of the
 ume of tu
6
be n ,t fa to be understood ^ a similarl
invention wherem a vacuum electron tube 11 mcludes
 dimensioned ^  ^Joned permanent magnet may be
an opaque photocathode electrode 12 at one end and
 substituted for ^solenoid and its d.c. excitation or
an electron beam target electrode 13 at its other end. . . . .
Target 13 may be a phosphorous screen to provide di- <hat a P6™^ maSnet and an electnc magnet may
rect optical readout of the electron beam image de- be used m combination
rived from photocathode 12 or a storage electrode that 50 . '" operation, the optical image on axis 14 is focused
is readout by an electron beam, such as disclosed in by lens 1S on the Planar surface of photocathode 12
FIG. 5 of Bedford, U.S. Pat. No. 2,258,728. Electrodes which emits an electron beam *at IS accelerated by the
12 and 13 include planar, parallel facing surfaces 9 and homogeneous constant electric field and focused by the
10 that are in line of sight relationship with each other , magnetic field produced by solenoid 23 along axis 17.
for respectively emitting and receiving an electron 55 'The electron beam is uniformly accelerated along and
beam. The planar faces of electrodes 12 and 13 are lat- parallel to axis 17 because of the combined actions of
erally displaced relative to each other, whereby an opti- the homogeneous, constant electric and magnetic
cal image having optical axis 14 may be focused by lens fields. The magnetic field also imparts cyclotron mo-
15 and propagated through optically transparent win- tion to electrons of the beam in a direction at right an-
dow 16 of tube 11 onto the emitting face 9 of the pho- gles to axis 17. To provide the correct focus for the
tocathode, without being obstructed by target 13. In electron beam image at one or more integral cyclotron
response to the optical image focused on surface 9, the periods (N) or nodes of electron beam rotation (360°
photocathode 12 emits an electron beam that is fo- X N of electron beam rotation due to cyclotron action),
cused by the electron-lens of the present invention onto
 65 the separation along axis 14 between the planar sur-
the facing surface 10 of the phosphorous screen 13. faces of target 13 and photocathode 12, L, and the cant
The electron lens includes means for establishing a angle 0, between the electric and magnetic field axes 14
constant, d.c. homogeneous electric field having a Ion- and 17 are related by:
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L = tr Ncos0/B VJv/r/
( i ) .
where:
1) = charge to mass ratio of an electron,
V = d.c. potential difference between electrodes 12
and 13, and
B = magnitude of magnetic flux density produced by
solenoid 23.
The electric and magnetic fields combine to provide
constant, radial velocity in all planes parallel to sur-
faces 9 and 10 perpendicular to the plane common to
-axes 14 and 17. It can be shown mathematically that
the electron beam has a constant velocity, Vc, in planes
perpendicular to the plane containing axes 14 and 17
and parallel to the planar surfaces 9 and 10 in accor-
dance with:
Vc = E X B/B"
(2),
where:
1?= electric field vector parallel to axis 14, and
' B = magnetic field vector parallel to axis 17.
It can also be shown that there is a constant accelera-
tion of an electron in a direction parallel to axis 17 in
accordance with:
V,/T} = EI
(3),
where:
v, = acceleration vector of an electron in a direction
^parallel to axis 17, and
E, = electric field vector in a direction parallel to axis
17.
The cyclotron motion of an electron about axis 17 can
be mathematically expressed as:
(4)
where:
Ian = cyclotron angular frequency vector of an orbit-
ing electron.
The center of the optical image is shifted by the elec-
tron lens of the present invention from a position coin-
cident with optical axis 14 to output optical axis 25 in
the plane containing axes 14 and 17, i.e., horizontally,
by the distance
D = L tan0
The output optical axis is shifted vertically, as illus-
trated in FIG. 3 in the electron receiving plane 10 of
target 13 by a distance <r, where
' B /B*|] (27T/T}B)
image derived from photocathode 12 regardless of the
angle B between axes 14 and 17.
However, in response to photocathode 12 being irra-
diated by a Telatively wide spectrum of optical energy,
5 whereby electrons with significantly differing initial ve-
locities are emitted by the photocathode, the electrons
impinging on target 13 produce a circle of confusion
having a finite radius. It has been found that the circle
of confusion has a negligible radius for a relatively wide
10 spectrum of incident optical energy if the angle be-
tween axes 14 and 17 is limited so that it is no more
than approximately thirty degrees.
In one experimental tube fabricated in accordance
with the present invention, the separation between the
15 planar, parallel electron emitting and receiving sur-
faces of electrodes 12 and 13, L, was thirteen centime-
ters and a voltage of 9.0 KV was applied between the
electrodes. A vertical deflection or, of 4.0 millimeters
was observed and the horizontal shift from axis 14 to
20 axis 25, for a deflection angle of 0 = 15°, was 3.0 centi-
meters.
While the present invention is ideally suited for use
in conjunction with opaque photocathodes, the princi-
ples of the invention are equally applicable to a semi-
25
 transparent photocathode. In such a configuration, the
optical image is directed at the photocathode from a
direction behind the electron emissive surface thereof.
The semi-transparent cathode is of particular advan-
tage if it is desired simultaneously to provide an elec-
30
 tron beam image of a pair of optical images directed at
the photocathode in opposite directions. Such a con-
figuration is illustrated in FIG. 3, wherein semi-
transparent cathode 31 is substituted for opaque cath-
ode 12 of FIG. 1.
35
 In FIG. 3, semi-transparent photocathode 31 is simul-
taneously irradiated by first and second optical images
projected onto the photocathode planar electron emit-
ting surface 32 via aligned optical axes 33 and 34. The
optical images on axes 33 and 34 are respectively fo-
40
 cused on electron emitting surface 32 by lenses 35 and
36, with the latter image being projected through pho-
tocathode 31 to surface 32. Electron emitting surface
32 responds to both optical images simultaneously,
whereby electrons indicative of the sum of the two im-
pinging images propagate from photocathode 31 to the
target planar receiving surface 10 that is parallel to
electron emitting surface 32. The image on target 13 is,
therefore, a composite of the images focused by lenses
35 and 36 on the electron emitting surface 32 of photo-
(5). cathode 31. In the alternative, only one of the optical
45
o-=[
(6),
where:
E* = total electric field vector, and
B*= total magnetic field vector.
In response to photocathode 12 being irradiated by
monochromatic optical energy, the electrons derived
from the photocathode have an emission energy spread
which is small compared to their final energy when they
strike the target electrode 13; the emission spread is so
small that the energy can be considered quasi-monoen-
ergetic. The quasi-monoenergetic electrons provide a
substantial replica on target 13 of the electron beam
images can be focused at a time on cathode surface 32.
While there have been described and illustrated sev-
„ eral specific embodiments of the invention, it will be
clear that variations in the details of the embodiments
specifically illustrated and described may be made
without departing from the true spirit and scope of the
invention as defined in the appended claims. For exam-
£0 pie, principles of the invention can be used with X-ray
image converters and the term optical is to be broadly
interpreted to include X-rays and other similar particu-
late matter, as well as energy from infrared to ultravio-
let.
,, What is claimed is:
1. A device for converting an optical image into an
electron beam image comprising a photocathode hav-
ing a surface responsive to the optical image for deriv-
3,806,756
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ing an electron beam in response to the optical image
impinging thereon, a target electrode having a surface
for receiving the electron beam, said target electrode
being displaced relative to the photocathode so that it
does not obstruct the optical image, a system for focus-
ing the electron beam onto the receiving surface of the
target electrode, said system including: means for pro-
viding a constant, homogeneous d.c. electric field
throughout a region between said surfaces of the pho-
tocathode and electrode, and means for providing a
constant, homogeneous d.c. magnetic field throughout
said region, said fields having longitudinal vectors
canted relative to each other so that the magnetic field
longitudinal vector extends along an axis between said
surfaces.
2. The device of claim 1 wherein both said surfaces
are planar and parallel to each other.
3. The device of claim 2 wherein said photocathode
is opaque.
4. The device of claim 2 wherein said photocathode
is semi-transparent.
5. The device of claim 2 wherein said photocathode
is semi-transparent, and including means for directing
a first optical image directly on said planar surface of
said photocathode, and means for directing a second
optical image on said planar surface of said photocath-
ode via transmission through the photocathode.
6. A device for converting an optical image into an
electron image comprising a photocathode having a
planar surface responsive to the optical image for de-
riving an electron beam in response to the image im-
5 pinging thereon, a target electrode having a planar sur-
face for receiving the electron beam, said target elec-
trode being displaced relative to the photocathode so
that it does not obstruct the optical image, said planar
surfaces being parallel to each other, whereby a region
10
 exists between said planar surfaces that includes a lon-
gitudinal axis at right angles to said planar surfaces and
a further axis that extends between said planar surfaces
and is canted relative to the longitudinal axis, and elec-
tron lens means for providing for electrons of said
beam throughout said region: (a) constant acceleration
along and parallel to the further axis, (b) cyclotron mo-
tion about the further axis, and (c) constant radial ve-
locity in planes perpendicular to the plane containing
2Q both said axes and parallel to the planar surfaces.
7. The device of claim 6 wherein said electron lens
includes: means for providing a constant and homoge-
neous d.c. electric field throughout said region along
the longitudinal axis, and means for providing a con-
2s slant and homogeneous d.c. magnetic field throughout
said region along the further axis.
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